This paper describes a novel form of display using crossmodal output. A crossmodal icon is an abstract icon that can be instantiated in one of two equivalent forms (auditory or tactile). These can be used in interfaces as a means of non-visual output. This paper discusses how crossmodal icons can be constructed and the potential benefits they bring to mobile human computer interfaces.
Introduction
Most interface designs used in wearable/mobile computers today draw from notions in desktop computing such as small pointers, graphical user interfaces, keyboards, and pen-based devices. If these devices are to become a natural part of our everyday attire it may be necessary to move away from the mobility constraints imposed by such interface designs.
In this paper we consider the role of crossmodal interaction with mobile computers.
Given the ever-decreasing size of mobile devices, the input and output capabilities are often restricted. Due to the lack of screen space, both the graphical user interface and the amount of information able to be presented are limited. This has resulted in displays with small text which is difficult to read, cramped graphics and little contextual information. Such output can place heavy demands on the user.
These screens require the user's attention to be diverted from the rest of the physical world. There are many activities, such as walking, in which the user's eyes may be busy although they are otherwise able to attend to information from the mobile computer.
Moreover, being predominantly reliant on a single sense is unnatural because, in the real world, we receive information from several modalities, as when we both hear and see someone speaking. Humans use speech, gestures, and writing tools either alone or in combination to communicate with other humans everyday. For example, in noisy conditions, combining audio speech signals with the visible evidence of articulation can improve our comprehension [6] . It is proposed that these crossmodal interactions can be used to influence the design of mobile device interaction. By offering multiple paths through which information may be transferred between the device and user, crossmodal interfaces have the potential to significantly augment the scope and flexibility of interaction.
Interaction through modalities, other than vision, is now becoming an option in mobile devices. For example, mobile phones, PDAs, and pagers all feature audio and vibrotactile output. However, the vibrations and audio alerts used in these devices usually contain limited amounts of information. So, the time is right to start thinking about ways in which crossmodal use of these features may improve interaction by exploiting the potential of both audio and vibration as methods of informative feedback. This paper will introduce the concept of the crossmodal icon. A crossmodal icon is an abstract icon that can be instantiated in one of two equivalent forms (auditory or tactile). These can be used in mobile interfaces as a means of output. The paper will begin by providing some background into crossmodal and multimodal interaction, then crossmodal icons will be described and finally the potential uses will be outlined.
Background and Previous Work
Much of the attention in tactile and audio research focuses on unimodal interaction. Earcons are a common type of non-speech auditory display, which Blattner defines as "non-verbal audio messages that are used in the computer/user interface to provide information to the user about some computer object, operation or interaction" [2] . Brewster et. al have conducted detailed investigations of Earcons [4] , which have shown that they are an effective means of communicating information in sound.
Brown et. al have investigated tactile icon design by developing Tactons [3] . These are structured vibrotactile messages which can be used to communicate information non-visually.
Despite the fact that research has shown both audio and tactile icons to be effective means of communication, the area of crossmodal auditory/tactile displays has been studied less. Van Erp and van Veen transformed a set of audio melodies to the tactile domain using a low pass filter [8] . However, they only established two parameters for the tactile versions of the melodies (tempo and intrusiveness).
More recently, Immersion Corp. created Vibetonz which can provide cues when messaging or browsing on a mobile phone and include controllable ringtones accompanied by vibration [7] . However there have been no experiments conducted to investigate how much information can be encoded in these cues.
The research discussed here will build on this work by developing crossmodal audio/tactile icons. These may be advantageous to users because different modalities may be more or less appropriate depending on the user and their environment. For example, when a mobile phone user is travelling in a vehicle with a mobile phone placed on the seat beside them, audio cues would be more appropriate because tactile cues often go unnoticed unless the device is in contact with the user's skin. However, once the user has entered a meeting, audio is no longer the most appropriate modality as it can be intrusive and may disrupt.
Crossmodal Icons
Crossmodal icons are abstract icons which can be automatically instantiated as either an Earcon or Tacton (figure 1), such that the resultant Earcons or Tactons are intuitively equivalent and can be compared as such. Crossmodal icons enable the same information to be presented interchangeably via different modalities. To develop a set of Earcons/Tactons as crossmodal icons, the information represented must be able to be encoded in both modalities. For example, to construct a cue representing a message as a crossmodal icon, an equivalent Earcon and Tacton must be created. In a single case, an Earcon representing a message could use a rhythm with an intensity increase in volume over time while the equivalent Tacton could use a rhythm with an intensity increase in amplitude over time [3] (figure 2). This would mean, for example, that users could move from an audio to a tactile presentation of the same message. 
Designing Crossmodal Icons
Auditory and tactile displays were chosen because they are ideal candidates for crossmodal combination in view of the fact that both modalities share a temporal property. It has been suggested that the more properties shared between two modalities, the stronger will be the observer's "unity assumption" that information from different sensory channels can be attributed to the same distal event or object [1] .
Unlike icons using the auditory and tactile modalities, visual icons are usually static and only use the temporal dimension in a limited manner (more often than not, changing between static states). Thus, auditory/tactile properties like rhythm and tempo cannot be directly transferred to the visual domain. In the future, visual icons could also be included as crossmodal icons after further investigation into the properties shared between the audio, tactile and visual modalities. It may be possible, for example, to use intensity, location or texture in all three modalities.
One important area of study is the set of parameters that can be used to create auditory/tactile cues where the same information can be easily mapped between the two modalities. This is difficult because many of the parameters available in the audio domain do not have direct mappings to the tactile domain and vice versa. For example, both timbre and pitch are recommended parameters for use when creating Earcons [4] . However, timbre and pitch cannot be directly transferred to the tactile domain because of the limited capabilities of current actuators. If there is no direct mapping between modalities, an abstract mapping must be developed where the cues may still be perceived as equivalent representations of information.
The current parameters under investigation have been derived from a survey of related work on the parameters available in the audio and tactile domain [4, 5] , which, in turn, have been derived from psychoacoustics and psychophysics. The encoding of information is similar to that of both Earcons and Tactons where each of their shared parameters (e.g. rhythm, texture, intensity) is manipulated to develop equivalent cues.
The basic parameters available for auditory/tactile crossmodal icons are: Rhythm: As outlined by Brewster, short motifs can be used to represent objects or actions [4] . Such motifs can be both audio and tactile due to their shared temporal properties. Rhythm could, for instance, be used to encode information about the type of an alert [5] . For example, in a mobile phone, an appointment reminder could be represented by the rhythm in figure  3 . The audio icon would play this rhythm from a MIDI file via a loudspeaker. The tactile icon would transmit this same rhythm via a series of pulses [3] through a vibrotactile device like the EAI C2 (figure 4). Roughness: this has been used as an effective parameter for Tactons [5] . Modulating the amplitude of a tactile pulse creates differing levels of roughness. There are many versions of audio roughness documented such as audio amplitude modulation and dissonances [9] . It may be possible for users to perceive an auditory equivalent of tactile roughness. Then, for example, an important appointment could be represented as a rhythm with a rough texture. This would be achieved in a Tacton by using pulses made up of a modulated sine wave. While an Earcon, if using amplitude modulation, could create this same effect by playing a rhythm enveloped with amplitude modulation (figure 5).
figure 5: rhythm from figure 3 using 250Hz sinusoid modulated by a 30Hz sinusoid (Tacton) and the same rhythm played by a piano, with an amplitude envelope (Earcon).
A preliminary experiment was conducted in order to determine which version of audio roughness can be perceived as equivalent and maps most effectively to tactile roughness (amplitude modulation). Initial results show that participants preferred the use of differing timbres (e.g. smooth flute -rough tremolo strings) in audio to represent the different levels of roughness used in tactile. However, the results also show that there is no significant difference in performance between timbre and audio amplitude modulation. Therefore, amplitude modulation or timbre in audio can be perceived as equivalent and map effectively to tactile roughness but timbre is the preferred choice.
Intensity: this is another directly transferable parameter between Earcons and Tactons. High/low intensity could be achieved by increasing/decreasing the amplitude of the Earcon or Tacton. However, Earcon guidelines suggest that it should be used vary carefully as it can cause annoyance and has few absolutely discriminable values [4] . Further studies are required to determine the usefulness of this parameter.
Spatial Location: unlike rhythm and intensity, spatial location cannot be directly transferred from the tactile domain to the audio domain. The spatial location of transducers placed on the body is concrete while spatial location in audio environments is an abstract concept. Research is needed to investigate how to map from a tactile location on the body to an audio location in a soundscape. For instance, one possibility is to place the tactile transducers around the waist whilst using an audio display presented through headphones. Then, a navigational cue such as 'turn right' could be presented via an Earcon by panning the audio to the left of the soundscape. Tactons could give the same cue by activating a transducer placed on the left hand side of the waist (figure 6). 
Potential Uses
There are many potential uses for crossmodal displays. This research will concentrate on possible uses in mobile/wearable devices.
Context Aware Mobile Devices: tactile perception may be reduced when engaged in another activity while audio cues may be blocked out by environmental noise. Also, given the personal nature of mobile computers, the interface must be adaptable by adjusting to the individual preferences and habits of its user. An interface incorporating crossmodal icons could present audio and/or tactile cues depending on the situation and adapt by permitting easy movement between modalities.
Widgets: as mentioned earlier, mobile devices often have cluttered displays due to the lack of screen space. Crossmodal features could be added to buttons, scrollbars, and menus so that information about those widgets can be presented non-visually. This would allow the widget size to be reduced and allow more information to be presented on the display. 
Conclusions and Future Work
This paper outlines some of the potential parameters that could be used to create crossmodal audio and tactile icons. This is just a first step, as this set of parameters is small making it difficult to create a range of different messages. Experiments investigating different possible parameters and mappings are needed to help inform designers as to how information can be encoded in the displays. Once a set of crossmodal parameters has been established, it will be possible to include crossmodal icons in various mobile applications.
